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INTRODUCTION

Most of the coastal states of the nation are in the process of creating coastal zone management programs in response to the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (CZMA), which makes federal funds available for the development and administration of such programs. The first stage of this effort, program development, requires each state receiving federal funds to (1) identify the boundaries of the coastal zone planning area, (2) define the permissible land and water uses that have a direct and significant impact on coastal waters, (3) designate environmentally critical areas, (4) enumerate the means by which proposed control over land and water uses will be exercised, (5) designate broad priority uses in particular areas, and (6) describe the appropriate organizational structure to implement the program.

The details of the management programs are left to the states, but it is apparent that the CZMA essentially requires coastal land use planning centered around a land classification system, and the designation and protection of critical environmental areas. The states that are developing such systems, however, are beginning to realize that no matter how carefully the planning process is carried out, the new coastal management laws will founder if the legal mechanisms for implementation are inadequate and are not made an integral part of the planning process.

Yet developing an effective land use guidance system for coastal areas is difficult. The federal guidelines under the CZMA give the states a choice of several possible methods: state standards for local implementation subject to state review and approval, direct state regulation and implementation, state administrative review of all land and water use decisions, or a combination of these techniques. This is not much help since total control by the state is seldom politically feasible, and zoning, which is the only local mechanism specifically mentioned in the federal guidelines, is subject to well-known deficiencies. Municipal growth control mechanisms, now a major topic of discussion, would

2. Id. §§ 1455(c)(1)-(6); 15 C.F.R. §§ 920.11-16 (1975).
5. For a review of the inherent problems of zoning as a land use control mechanism, see Council on Environmental Quality, Fifth Annual Report 51-53 (1974). See also text accompanying notes 61-64 infra.
6. The literature is voluminous. For a good, general bibliography, see Freilich & Gleeson, Municipal Growth Guidance Systems, A Preliminary Working Bibliography, in
seem to have value in coastal zone management insofar as they present methods for controlling the timing, sequence, and location of development. Growth control, however, is not the only issue in coastal zone management. Regional and national concerns must be addressed. The CZMA requires each state to list land and water uses that have benefits which extend beyond the boundaries of particular municipalities, including “national interest” uses and facilities.\(^7\) The state program must provide “a method of assuring that local land and water use regulations do not unreasonably restrict or exclude” such uses.\(^8\) States must therefore determine what constitutes an unreasonable exclusion of regional or national uses.

The implementation of coastal zone management programs requires the elaboration of a land use guidance system that is open to organic growth and responsive to economic opportunity, but one that affords maximum protection to critical environmental areas and the natural processes of the coastal area. The point of departure for such a system should be the natural carrying capacity of the resources of the area as determined by objective study of its soils, water, air, and natural systems, as well as its institutional resources.\(^9\)

The concept of carrying capacity was first used as a resource management tool in park and rangeland management\(^10\) to determine the threshold of use intensity beyond which the destruction of the support systems of the area would occur. Its application to regional planning is, however, quite new: the idea is to determine the possible uses of an area of land by analyzing its natural characteristics. This implies that objective limits for the use of land exist, and that there are inherent limits beyond which degradation and irreversible damage will result.\(^11\)

---

3 MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF GROWTH 552 (R. Scott ed. 1975). Ordinances designed to limit or slow growth have been adopted in Boca Raton and Dade County, Florida; Ramapo, New York; Fairfax County and Loudoun County, Virginia; Montgomery County and Prince George's County, Maryland; Boulder, Colorado; Petaluma and Sacramento County, California; and Salem, Oregon. These generally are rapidly urbanizing areas around large cities. For case studies of these jurisdictions, see Einsweiler, Gleeson, Ball, et al., Comparative Descriptions of Selected Municipal Growth Guidance Systems, A Preliminary Report, in 2 MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF GROWTH 283 (R. Scott ed. 1975).

11. Id. at 131-32.
most sophisticated refinement of this technique has been suggested by Professor Howard T. Odum, who has developed an energy-based computer modeling technique with diagrammatic representation of all the components of a given natural support system as its point of departure. Hypothetical changes in the system can then be tested to determine their effect on the carrying capacity of the natural support system.\textsuperscript{12}

Although valid as a threshold consideration, this version of the concept of carrying capacity is not a suitable regulatory technique. It ignores the reality that the carrying capacity of any given area is dynamic: the carrying capacity can almost always be changed or expanded by institutional investment and the importation of energy-inputs from the outside.\textsuperscript{13} In addition, it is erroneous to assume that carrying capacity is an objective guide to decision-making. Since its limits can be expanded by the importation of resources from other areas, and since environmental standards presume some allowable degradation, carrying capacity must be regarded as a political decision resting on value judgments. The application of a land use guidance system based on a dynamic concept of carrying capacity must thus await legislative and administrative definition of the resource baselines, \textit{i.e.} the minimum standards for various resources.

In most coastal states, the baselines for certain resources have been legislatively defined. Air and water quality standards are being defined pursuant to federal legislation.\textsuperscript{14} Dredge and fill and dune protection laws are designed to protect the contours of coastal areas and particular types of plant communities.\textsuperscript{15} A baseline for water withdrawals and use

\textsuperscript{12} See \textit{generally} \textsc{Interface Four: Urban Design Studio, Report Four} 13-24 (Dept' of Architecture, University of Florida, J. Shadix ed. 1974); H. ODUM, \textsc{Environment, Power and Society} (1971).

\textsuperscript{13} D. GODSHALK, F. PARKER & T. KNOCHE, \textit{supra} note 9, at 132.


\textsuperscript{15} In North Carolina, for example, no person may damage or remove sand dunes or conduct dredging or filling in any salt marsh vegetation area without a permit. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 104B-4 (1972); \textit{id.} §§ 113-229 to -230 (1975). Similar legislation is in effect in other states. E.g., ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 38, § 471 (Supp. 1975); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 483-A:1 (Supp. 1973). \textit{See generally} Ausness, \textit{A Survey of State Regulation of Dredge and Fill Operations in Nonnavigable Waters}, 8 \textsc{Land \\& Water L. Rev.} 65 (1973). Under a newly established program under section 404 of the 1972 Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments, the United States Army Corps of Engineers and the Environmental Protection Agency also manage the contour and shape of coastal water bodies and the integrity of the land-water margin. 33 U.S.C. § 1344 \textit{(Supp. III, 1973)}; 40 Fed. Reg. 31,319 (1975); \textit{id.} at 41,291.
Still, baselines for particular resources are not enough; carrying capacity becomes a practical tool only after baselines for the functioning of natural systems have been legislatively and administratively determined. This void can be filled by planning and by designating critical environmental areas, prerequisites to funding under the CZMA,\(^\text{17}\) which becomes clear when one considers that the purpose of the designation of critical areas is not merely to protect a geographic unit but is primarily to preserve the ongoing natural systems.\(^\text{18}\) A political decision has been made to protect natural systems from degradation whether resulting from their direct use or from activities outside such areas which may have an indirect adverse impact on their functioning.

The thesis of this Article is that the dynamic concept of environmental carrying capacity should be used, in addition to more traditional planning tools, in the implementation of a state coastal zone management program. This can be accomplished only through a coherent system that both incorporates traditional regulatory techniques, such as zoning and subdivision control, and creates supplementary legal tools for better implementation of the carrying capacity concept. The system must also provide for possible major revisions in the carrying capacity baselines through the political process. In connection with such a change—which would usually be a decision to allow greater degradation—it is important that legal mechanisms be provided to allow the greatest possible public scrutiny and debate before a decision is reached.

In order to construct such a model, it is useful to focus on a particular jurisdiction. The problems in North Carolina, which is more advanced in the development of a coastal zone management program than most states,\(^\text{19}\) have been chosen as typical of those inherent in the

---

16. North Carolina has established a procedure for subjecting water utilization in excess of 100,000 gallons per day to a permit procedure; the mechanism is triggered by a declaration of a “capacity use area” by the Environmental Management Commission. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 143-215.15 (Supp. 1975). Other states, such as Florida, comprehensively regulate the use of water resources. See, e.g., Water Resources Act of 1972, FLA. STAT. ANN. §§ 373.013 et seq. (1974).


18. Id. § 1452(a).

19. Comprehensive coastal zone management laws have been enacted in several coastal states. E.g., CAL. PUB. RES. CODE §§ 27000-650 (West Supp. 1975); HAWAII REV. STAT. §§ 205A-1 to -3 (Supp. 1974); N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 113A-100 to -128 (1975); R.I. GEN. LAWS ANN. §§ 46-23-1 to -16 (Supp. 1974); WASH. REV. CODE ANN. §§ 90.58.010 to -930 (Supp. 1974). Some coastal states, such as Oregon and Florida, have adopted statewide comprehensive planning laws that also apply in the coastal zone. FLA. STAT. ANN. §§ 380.012-.10 (1974); ORE. REV. STAT. §§ 215.505-.990 (1973). Most
implementation of such a program. North Carolina is one of the very few states to undertake the coordinated development of land use plans simultaneously by a great number of counties and municipalities in a large geographic area, an alternative to the geographically limited growth control models. North Carolina's coastal zone management program is also a prototype which seeks to employ a combination of the three methods specified in the CZMA for controlling land and water uses: direct regulation by the state, local regulation in accordance with state-established standards, and local regulation subject to state review.

I. THE STATUTORY FRAMEWORK: THE NORTH CAROLINA COASTAL AREA MANAGEMENT ACT

After almost a decade of preparation, North Carolina acquired the legislative authority to develop a coastal zone management program in 1974. The North Carolina Coastal Area Management Act (CAMA) embodies many of the features of the Model Land Development Code of the American Law Institute. A new state agency, the Coastal Resources Commission, was created and given the principal responsibility for the development of the coastal zone management program. Local governments are also given important functions under the CAMA; unlike some state land use laws, the CAMA gives regional organizations only a very minor role.

A. Planning

The process of formulating a land use plan for the twenty-county coastal states are in the process of trying to develop coastal zone management programs. See generally E. Bradley & J. Armstrong, A Description and Analysis of Coastal Zone and Shoreland Management Programs in the United States (1972).


24. California, for example, relies on regional agencies to oversee the implementation of the coastal zone management program. CAL. PUB. RES. CODE § 27400 (West Supp. 1975). In North Carolina, as in most states, regional planning organizations are essentially powerless arms of local governments. See Paul, Regional Governments’ Interests, in PROCEEDINGS OF A CONFERENCE ON COASTAL MANAGEMENT 50, 51-52 (UNC Sea Grant Publication UNC-SG-74-16, 1974). In formulating the CAMA, the legislature decided to establish a state-local management program and not to upgrade the powers of regional organizations. See Heath, supra note 20, at 358.
coastal area covered by the CAMA is a collaborative effort of the state and the local governments involved. The state, through the Coastal Resources Commission, has the authority to designate specific "areas of environmental concern"; in addition, the Commission formulates guidelines for the coastal planning required of local governments, whose plans must be reviewed and approved by the Commission. At this writing the planning guidelines have been promulgated and use plans are being formulated, but action has been deferred on the final designation of areas of environmental concern pending receipt of the recommendations by the local governments.27

Despite the incompleteness of the planning process, however, a fairly precise idea of the content of the local land use plans can be gleaned from the planning guidelines. Each land use plan is to consist of five elements: (1) a statement of local land use objectives, policies, and standards, (2) a summary of data collection and analysis, (3) a map of existing land use, (4) a land classification map, and (5) a written text describing appropriate development for proposed areas of environmental concern.28

The policy element of the plan must take into account population projections, economic trends, the provision of housing and services, and the protection of natural environments to arrive at a general statement of what type of community is desired for the future. This is to be used to guide future development, to set priorities for action, and to give necessary background information for land classification.29

Data collection and analysis are necessary for the formulation of policies. This begins with a review and mapping of existing land use patterns. Then an analysis of carrying capacity is required, which must take into consideration not only natural constraints on development, such as physical limitations (hazard areas, soil limitations, and water supply), fragile areas (wetlands, wildlife habitat, beaches, and scenic areas), and resource potential (productive woodlands and agricultural areas), but also institutional restraints, such as design capacity of existing water and sewage facilities and roads. Anticipated demand for land is then calculated on the basis of population and economic trends. Some

26. Id. §§ 113A-109, -110. The deadline for the preparation and adoption of the local land use plans has been extended to 480 days (from 300 days) after January 27, 1975. Id. § 113A-109 (Supp. 1975).
28. Id. at 24.
29. Id. at 25-26.
prediction then can be made of future land needs in particular use categories as well as of future demand for community facilities.\textsuperscript{50}

Using this analysis as background, the planning guidelines also require the classification and mapping of all lands within the jurisdiction into five broad categories: developed (lands of moderate to high population density), transition (lands where population density will be accommodated through the provision of the necessary public services), community (lands with present or predicted low density development which will not require extensive public services), rural (lands whose highest use is for forestry, agriculture, or other resource use, as well as lands for future needs currently recognized), and conservation (fragile, hazard, and other lands necessary for a healthy environment).\textsuperscript{31} Local jurisdictions may also formulate detailed land use maps together with the land classification map, but this is not required.\textsuperscript{32} Despite the fact that separate land use plans will be prepared by each local jurisdiction, a single comprehensive plan will emerge since the Coastal Resources Commission has the responsibility of coordinating the individual plans.\textsuperscript{33}

The local governments may also delineate the specially protected "areas of environmental concern,"\textsuperscript{34} but this does not serve as a designation for purposes of granting permits. Areas of environmental concern will be designated by the Commission through the adoption of written descriptions of such areas;\textsuperscript{35} the Commission is also studying the possibility of mapping such areas.\textsuperscript{36}

B. Implementation: The Legal Effect of Planning

Unlike the management programs in effect in Oregon and Florida (which have stringent consistency provisions requiring zoning, subdivision decisions, and all state and local government regulatory actions to

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textit{Id.} at 26-35.
\item \textit{Id.} at 33-43.
\item \textit{Id.} at 24.
\item \textit{Id.} at 12. The coastal plan is subject to review and revision by the local governments and the Commission prior to its adoption. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 113A-110 (1975).
\item The categories of lands and waters that may be designated as areas of environmental concern are coastal wetlands, estuarine waters, renewable resource areas like watersheds or aquifers or prime forestry land, fragile historic or natural resource areas, areas subject to public rights, and natural hazard areas. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 113A-113 (1975); Guidelines for Local Planning, \textit{supra} note 27, at 50. Such areas overlap with the land classification system, but policies and regulations concerning them will take precedence over policies concerning the land classifications. \textit{Id.} at 39.
\item N.C. GEN. STAT. § 113A-113 (1975).
\item Guidelines for Local Planning, \textit{supra} note 27, at 48.
\end{enumerate}
be in accord with the required comprehensive land use plans), the North Carolina CAMA provides for only partial legal effectiveness of the plan. Lands and waters which are determined to be areas of environmental concern are subject to direct control by the state: development cannot take place within such areas without a permit. Local governments may assume responsibility for granting permits for "minor developments" within those areas, but their implementation and enforcement programs are subject to state-level review. No permit for development within an area of environmental concern may be issued unless it is consistent with the approved land use plan, and existing local ordinances and regulations affecting an area of environmental concern must be modified to be consistent with the plan.

On the other hand, the coastal management plan has no legal effect insofar as lands and waters outside these designated areas are concerned. The implementation of the plan is up to the local governments; the state has the power only to review local ordinances and regulations for consistency and to transmit nonbinding recommendations. In addition, state-level regulation and decisions under legislative authority apart from the CAMA are not required to be consistent with the plan, even within the areas of environmental concern. The only requirement is that existing state regulatory programs be administered "in coordination and consultation with . . . the [Coastal Resources] Commission.

It is obvious that this lack of enforceability is the Achilles' heel of North Carolina's emerging coastal zone management program. Unless

38. An earlier draft of the CAMA which was prepared by the author would have provided for complete consistency between local and state land use and regulatory decisions and the coastal land use plan, but this was rejected by the North Carolina General Assembly. See Schoenbaum, Public Rights and Coastal Zone Management, Appendix § 6(7), 51 N.C.L. Rev. 1, 36 (1972).
40. Id. § 113A-121. A minor development is defined as any development other than a "major development." Id. § 113A-118(d)(2). A "major development" is any development which requires a state license or permit, which occupies a land or water area in excess of twenty acres, which contemplates drilling for or excavating natural resources on land or under water, or which consists of a structure in excess of 60,000 square feet. Id. § 113A-118(d)(1).
41. Id. § 113A-117 (Supp. 1975).
42. Id. § 113A-111 (1975). In effect, then, the "area of environmental concern" designation creates a new state-level permit program which overlaps local government zoning and subdivision regulation. The latter ordinances still operate within those areas but cannot be inconsistent with the policies in the CAMA. If the areas are mapped, a new district which overlaps existing zoning districts will be created.
43. Id.
44. Id. § 113A-125(b).
corrected, this weakness will not only allow the carefully developed plans to go for naught; uncontrolled development in other parts of the planning area will also create irresistible pressures on the areas of environmental concern, thus undermining the effectiveness of that portion of the management program as well. Analogous problems exist in the coastal zone management programs of other states.\textsuperscript{45} To overcome this fatal weakness, it is imperative that action be taken to develop a land use guidance system to implement coastal planning.

II. A Management System to Implement Planning

Restrictions on development in environmentally critical areas, directly enforced by the state, are characteristic of many state programs,\textsuperscript{46} but they are inadequate for implementation of a coastal management plan. Those restrictions must be supplemented on the local, state, and federal levels by a coordinated land use guidance system that respects the integrity of the plan. Such a guidance system can include traditional as well as newer forms of land use regulation. It should be recognized that each regulatory tool, considered individually, will have significant weaknesses that may have to be compensated for by other mechanisms.

A. The Function of Traditional Forms of Land Use Controls: Zoning, Subdivision Regulation, and Capital Improvement Budgeting

The traditional approach to land use planning in the United States consists of projecting economic and population growth, formulating a capital improvement plan for the construction necessary to accommodate the expected growth, and relying on zoning and subdivision regulation to design the resulting pattern of land use. Zoning, which long ago was upheld against constitutional challenge by the United States Supreme Court,\textsuperscript{47} is traditionally used to divide a jurisdiction into districts and to prescribe regulations controlling the height and bulk of structures, lot coverage and open space, density of population, and the land uses permitted within each district.\textsuperscript{48} Conventional subdivision

\textsuperscript{45} For example, in California the implementation of the Coastal Zone Conservation Plan will require additional action by the state legislature. \textit{Cal. Pub. Res. Code §§ 27300, 27304(e)} (West Supp. 1975).


\textsuperscript{47} \textit{Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co.}, 272 U.S. 365 (1926).

\textsuperscript{48} \textit{U.S. Dep't of Commerce, A Standard State Zoning Enabling Act} (1926).
requirements operate only at the moment when raw land is converted to
building sites. They supplement zoning by requiring the dedication and
proper specifications of streets, minimum lot sizes, and provision for
water, sewer, and other public utilities.\textsuperscript{49}

Most of the cities and counties within the coastal area of North
Carolina have enacted zoning and subdivision controls.\textsuperscript{50} All either
have employed full-time planning staffs or rely on outside consultants or
the state Department of Natural and Economic Resources for technical
planning assistance. Existing zoning ordinances are very much alike.
The boundaries of about ten different "use districts" are drawn on an
official zoning map.\textsuperscript{51} Within each district certain named uses are

\textsuperscript{49} The North Carolina General Assembly has granted zoning and subdivision regu-
lations separately to counties, N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 153A-340 to -347 (1974), and
municipalities, \textit{id.} §§ 160A-381 to -392 (1972). In 1973, thirty-nine of the one hundred
counties and 228 municipalities (fifty-one percent of the state total) in North Carolina
had enacted zoning ordinances. Local ordinances passed pursuant to this delegation of
However, they may not unduly restrict the private use of land so as to deprive the owner of all
practical uses of his property, or of the only use to which it is reasonably adapted.
Roberson's Beverages, Inc. v. City of New Bern, 6 N.C. App. 632, 637, 171 S.E.2d 4,
The enabling legislation sets out the purposes for which zoning is exercised. N.C. GEN.
also required that zoning restrictions be "in accordance with a comprehensive plan." \textit{Id.}
of this provision is to ensure that zoning ordinances be a logical outgrowth of the com-
munity planning and development process. In North Carolina, however, the zoning
ordinance itself has been found to fulfill this requirement; no extrinsic master plan is
necessary to withstand legal attack. \textit{Allred v. City of Raleigh}, 7 N.C. App. 602, 607,
(1971). The view of the North Carolina courts on this issue stands in contrast with
recent decisions in a few jurisdictions which require zoning to conform to the principles
of an extrinsic master plan. \textit{See, e.g., City of Louisville v. Kavanaugh}, 495 S.W.2d 502
(Ky. 1973); \textit{Udell v. Haas}, 21 N.Y.2d 463, 235 N.E.2d 897, 288 N.Y.S.2d 888 (1968);

\textsuperscript{50} Most counties have zoned only a part of their territorial jurisdiction, however,

\textsuperscript{51} For example, the Currituck County zoning ordinance provides the following
categories of use districts: residential-agricultural, residential-suburban, residential-mul-
tiple dwelling, community shopping, highway commercial, light industrial, heavy
industrial, recreation-residential, recreation-commercial, and flood-plain. \textbf{CURRITUCK
COUNTY, N.C., ZONING ORDINANCE} § 80 (1971). A zoning plan is composed of at least
two parts, a map showing district boundaries and a text describing the ordinance. N.C.
towns). Once drawn up by the planning agency, the zoning plan must be formally
adopted by the board of county commissioners or the city council, which are also re-
sponsible for amendments and supplements to the zoning plan. \textit{Id.} § 153A-343 (1974)
(counties), \textit{id.} § 160A-384 (1972) (cities and towns). Once the zoning ordinance is
permitted by right; other named uses are permitted if the Board of Adjustment finds that particular prescribed conditions will be met. In addition, dimensional requirements are prescribed for developments in each category of uses. These are usually minimum lot sizes, minimum required lot area and setback for improvements, building heights, and off-street parking requirements. Extractive uses such as quarrying and the removal of sand and gravel are typically allowed by right in industrial districts and as a special use in other districts. Licenses may be required for mobile homes which, in addition, are required to meet specified conditions. Beach access is provided in some ordinances through requirements that any road designed at angles other than parallel to a public recreation-resource must be mapped to the boundary of the resource and that large developments involving more than 600 feet of recreation-resource frontage must provide public pedestrian access from the roadway to the recreation area.

Existing subdivision ordinances in coastal jurisdictions in North Carolina are intended to regulate the internal development of particular building sites and to supplement the area's capital improvements budget by ensuring that minimum design standards for streets, utilities, and other community services are met. Although North Carolina enabling

certified by the local governing body, it has the force and effect of a valid police power regulation.

52. The authority of the Board of Adjustment to issue special or conditional use permits is derived from N.C. Gen. Stat. § 153A-340 (1974) (counties); id. § 160A-381 (1972) (cities and towns). The Board must grant the permit if the applicant meets the standards set out by the ordinance, and it cannot deny a permit solely because of adverse impact on "the public interest": it must rely on specific standards, because the counties and municipalities have no power to delegate the definition of the public interest. Jackson v. Guilford County Bd. of Adjustment, 275 N.C. 155, 167, 166 S.E.2d 78, 86 (1969). However, the Board may impose reasonable and appropriate conditions and safeguards on these permits, N.C. Gen. Stat. § 153A-340 (1974) (counties); id. § 160A-381 (1972) (cities and towns). In addition, some of the ordinance requirements for a special use permit may not be susceptible to precise definition, and therefore may be stated in general terms, conferring a degree of discretion upon the decision-making authority. Humble Oil & Refining Co. v. Board of Aldermen, 284 N.C. 458, 471, 202 S.E.2d 129, 138 (1974). The Board of Adjustment also exercises some discretion in considering applications for variances. The zoning ordinance is enforced by a local government official, usually the building inspector or zoning administrator. The enabling statute grants cities and towns the power to seek injunctive relief to prevent violation of zoning ordinances. N.C. Gen. Stat. § 160A-389 (1972). Curiously, counties are not specifically granted this power, although injunctive relief would appear to be available under general equitable principles.

54. See, e.g., Currituck County, N.C., Zoning Ordinance § 101 (1971).
55. Id. § 100.
56. Id. § 96.
legislation authorizes counties and cities to require that the subdivider dedicate streets, utility rights of way, and recreational areas for residents of the immediate neighborhood. The typical local ordinance provides only for the first two types of dedication while merely recommending the dedication of recreational areas. Many jurisdictions have enacted planned unit development ordinances which give the planning commission the discretion to vary subdivision regulations in the case of a complete group development which provides "adequate" public spaces and improvements and which also provides binding assurance of the achievement of the plan.

It is clear that reliance solely on the foregoing legal devices to implement the new type of planning required under the CAMA would be disastrous. Conventional zoning and subdivision regulation assume that an essentially unlimited supply of land suitable for urbanization exists. The system divides and regulates the use of land in an effort to provide the most desirable living and working conditions for the individual; the land resource itself is not the focus of attention. The capacity of the land to support development is considered less important than the compatibility of land uses with one another. Since the passage of the first zoning ordinances, local governments have altered the basic zoning framework somewhat by increasing the complexity of the regulations within a larger variety of land use classification; however, the focus has remained on existing use patterns and projected demand directions rather than on environmental carrying capacity. An additional problem with zoning as the basic land use tool is its assumption that rigid use categories can be maintained for an indefinite time. It has been demonstrated that this assumption is erroneous. Even the best zoning plan is typically overtaken by events. Unexpected development pressures cause ever-increasing use of the variance, the zoning amendment, and the

58. See, e.g., CURRITUCK COUNTY, N.C., SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS arts. IX, XIII (E) (1971).
59. For a discussion of planned unit developments, see text accompanying notes 75-77 infra.
60. See, e.g., CURRITUCK COUNTY, N.C., SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS art. X(A) (1971).
63. Id. at 187-89.
special use procedures, to the point where there is little relation between
the zoning plan and the actual physical make-up of the community.64

This does not mean, however, that zoning should be discarded as a
tool in coastal zone management. Rather, its limitations should be
recognized and supplementary management techniques devised to meet
implementation problems that traditional zoning was never intended to
fulfill. Zoning should also be adapted to the new kind of regional
environmental planning required under the CAMA.

Several changes in the zoning process are necessary to make it an
instrument to implement planning.65 First, each local government
should, simultaneously with the adoption of the coastal management
plan, pass a zoning plan that is consistent with the land classification
system required under the coastal management plan. This zoning plan
would provide a detailed land use map that would be more specific than
the coastal management plan map, and would guide the implementation
of the general classification categories.

Second, since the land classification system set forth in the coastal
area management guidelines calls for conservation and resource preser-
vation areas,66 while the typical zoning ordinance contains only develop-
mental classifications,67 new zoning districts must be created that corre-
spond with the conservation classifications. Zoning ordinances should
thus include flood plain, shoreland, wetland, historical forest, watershed,
and wildlife habitat districts.68 The purpose for these new districts need
not necessarily be to prohibit all development or to maintain the areas in
a totally natural condition.69 The intent would be to restrict and

64. COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT 52 (1974); cf.
Brough, Flexibility Without Arbitrariness in the Zoning System: Observations on North
Carolina Special Exception and Zoning Amendment Cases, 53 N.C.L. REV. 925, 925-26
(1975).

65. These changes in zoning should be accompanied by a limited requirement for
environmental impact statements. See text accompanying notes 88-97 infra.

66. See text accompanying note 31 supra.

67. See note 51 supra.

68. Certain of these new categories of districts would, of course, overlap and could
be combined.

69. Governmental regulation of private property must not, under the CAMA, so re-
strict the use of property as to deprive the landowner of the "practical use" of his prop-
erty. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 113A-123 (1975). This statutory test for the taking of pri-
vate property without compensation was taken from the case of Helms v. City of Char-
lotte, 255 N.C. 647, 122 S.E.2d 817 (1961). Under the "practical use" test, however,
there is no reason why a court should look only at practical uses that are possible
through alteration of the natural state of the lands involved; "practical use" also includes
possible natural state uses of the lands in question. Cf. Just v. Marinette County, 56
Wis. 2d 7, 17-18, 201 N.W.2d 761, 768 (1972). See also Glenn, supra note 20, at 336-
38.
condition uses in order to protect the resource involved. Accordingly, no use should be permitted as of right in such districts. The types of uses would be restricted, and all uses would be conditional and thus subject to case-by-case review. Specific use conditions based on the environmental carrying capacity of each type of district could be drafted and included in the ordinance. In addition, all uses in such districts should be subjected to a pre-development environmental impact analysis, and the Board of Adjustment should have the power to impose additional conditions in connection with the granting of a permit.

There is precedent for such an approach. For example, the zoning ordinance of Currituck County, North Carolina, contains a "flood plain" district designation, in which no uses are permitted as of right. The basic aim of the district is to maintain the barrier dunes and shoreline vegetation free of all encroachment 500 feet shoreward of the mean high water mark. This basic approach should be expanded to include additional categories of districts. Authority for the creation of such new districts can be derived from the general grant of power in state enabling legislation to promote "health, safety, morals, or the general welfare of the community," but to remove all doubt, it would be desirable that the state enabling act be amended to recognize the preservation of environmental values as a valid zoning purpose.

Third, authority for a cluster zone or planned unit development (PUD) should be provided in local government zoning ordinances and subdivision regulations. The PUD has been defined as an area of land, controlled by a landowner, to be developed as a single entity for a number of dwelling units, and commercial and industrial uses, if any, the plan for which does not correspond in lot size, bulk or type of dwelling or commercial or industrial use, density, lot coverage and required open space to the regulations established in any one or more districts created under the provisions of a municipal zoning ordinance enacted pursuant to the conventional zoning enabling act of the state.

---

70. See text accompanying notes 88-97 infra.
71. This authority is already a feature of local zoning ordinances of coastal jurisdictions. See, e.g., CURRITUCK COUNTY, N.C., ZONING ORDINANCE § 64.3(e) (1971).
72. Id. § 98. It should also be noted that North Carolina has established a statewide program to delineate floodways and to regulate development in them. A local government permit is required for any construction in the floodways, other than for certain statutorily specified uses. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 143-215.54 (1974). Cities and counties in North Carolina are also authorized to designate, as a part of a zoning ordinance, "historic districts either as separate use-districts or as districts which overlap other zoning districts." Id. § 160A-395 (Supp. 1975).
73. CURRITUCK COUNTY, N.C., ZONING ORDINANCE § 98 (1971).
75. U.S. ADVISORY COMMISSION ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS, 1970 CUMU-
The PUD technique generally allows such developments to have clusters of increased density combined with provisions for open space; it provides flexibility since the actual design is a matter of negotiation between the developer and planning authorities. Four varieties of planned unit development have been identified: (1) the density transfer, (2) the mixed residential development without density increases, (3) the mixed residential development with density increases, and (4) mixed uses. Although the PUD is theoretically applicable to projects of any size and to low-income as well as luxury housing, it is most attractive to developers of large tracts. Generally speaking, the PUD process has been undertaken in jurisdictions having long experience with planning and zoning techniques, large and competent planning staffs, and specific enabling authority. The PUD system should not be considered a primary land use tool for a coastal county with little experience in the field of developmental control. This mechanism may, however, have greater value for the government capable of utilizing it. Planned unit development offers the advantage of clustering growth in areas capable of supporting population and structures. And, by increasing density in some locations, the technique can provide more open space. Clustering also permits more efficient provision of urban services to an area of limited size. Energy use is also curtailed.

Although several coastal jurisdictions in North Carolina have PUD ordinances, their validity has never been tested in the North Carolina courts, and they are not specifically authorized in the zoning enabling act. One commentator, after reviewing the case law, has concluded that, although PUD ordinances may be upheld even in the absence of a zoning enabling provision, appropriate enabling legislation is needed on the state level to remove all doubt as to the validity of this device.

Fourth, the coastal management plan, when adopted by local governments, should be considered, in effect, a constitution to which future zoning decisions must conform. In this way, zoning would assume a proper relationship to planning: the plan would provide policy determination and guiding principles, while the zoning ordinance would...

---

provide detailed means for its implementation. The plan would have immediate effect in the community, changing land market values. Applications for zoning changes and variances should be judged by decision-making bodies on the basis of their fidelity to the specific criteria of the plan. Zoning decisions should be reviewed by the courts for their reasonableness in relation to the plan as well as for their conformity to due process standards.  

Each local jurisdiction should thus amend its zoning ordinance to require that decisions be consistent with the plan adopted under the CAMA. Even in the absence of such action, however, the courts may require that zoning conform to coastal land use planning. Although in North Carolina zoning has been held to be a self-contained activity, requiring no conformity to an extrinsic master plan, this view may change with the passage of the CAMA since local governments in coastal areas must now adopt an extrinsic master plan separate from the zoning process. The North Carolina courts may follow the trend in a growing minority of jurisdictions toward granting legal status or even controlling weight to the planning document and requiring zoning decisions to conform, or at least be reasonably related, to the master plan.  

Similarly, local capital investment policies and subdivision ordinances should be required to conform to the adopted coastal land use plan. Standards for land subdivision should ensure that growth does not outstrip community infrastructure planning. Dedication of land for recreation should be required, as permitted by the North Carolina enabling statute.  

78. For an exposition and an argument in favor of a limited judicial role, see Tarlock, Consistency With Adopted Land Use Plans as a Standard of Judicial Review: The Case Against, 9 URBAN L. ANNUAL 69 (1975).  
80. See, e.g., City of Louisville v. Kavanaugh, 495 S.W.2d 502 (Ky. 1973); Aspen Hill Venture v. Montgomery County Council, 265 Md. 303, 289 A.2d 303 (1972); Fasano v. Board of County Comm'trs, 264 Ore. 574, 507 P.2d 23 (1973). One article distinguishes two variants of the minority view: the planning mandate theory, which requires consistency between local regulatory action and an extrinsic master plan, and the planning factor doctrine, which allows land use decisions to be examined in light of the standards and policies set out in the planning document. Sullivan & Kressel, Twenty Years After—Renewed Significance of the Comprehensive Plan Requirement, 9 URBAN L. ANNUAL 33, 41 (1975). An early proponent of the idea that zoning should be faithful to an extrinsic comprehensive plan was Professor Charles M. Haar. See Haar, "In Accordance with a Comprehensive Plan," 68 HARV. L. REV. 1154 (1955).  
bonded water supply and sewage disposal facilities, storm water drainage, and the mitigation of damage to topographical and natural features. Where feasible, the developer should be required to leave a minimum percentage of the natural vegetative cover undisturbed.

Some local jurisdictions may want to go beyond this and regulate not only the location but also the timing and sequence of development, through the zoning, subdivision, and capital budgeting mechanisms. For example, the village of Ramapo, New York, a suburb of New York City, has placed all residential development under special permit requirements framed in terms of the availability of five categories of public services, and the San Francisco suburb of Petaluma has limited the number of new residential units to 500 per year for a five year period. It must be recognized, however, that such techniques may not be suitable for the coastal zones of other states where socio-economic and environmental conditions are markedly different from those in the suburban areas of New York and San Francisco. Most coastal areas of North Carolina, for example, have a relatively stable population, high unemployment with an attendant need for economic growth, and a development

---

82. Where required utilities or improvements have not been completed prior to the submission of the subdivision plan for final approval, the developer should be required to post a performance bond or some other financial guarantee of the installation of improvements. See, e.g., Currituck County, N.C., Subdivision Regulations art. XII (C)(2) (1971).

83. This requirement may arguably be imposed under the authority of existing law which allows subdivision regulations to create conditions essential to public health, safety, and the general welfare, N.C. Gen. Stat. § 153A-331 (Supp. 1975) (counties); id. § 160A-372 (cities and towns). To remove all doubt as to the validity of such a requirement, however, North Carolina's subdivision regulation legislation should be amended to give specific authority for protection of the natural environment.


85. For example, the population of Carteret County, which because of the presence of one of North Carolina's major ports and its attractiveness for recreation should be a high-growth area, experienced a population increase of only 4,195 persons or fifteen percent from 1960 to 1970 (27,438 to 31,603). D. Godschalk, F. Parker & T. Knoche, supra note 9, Appendix A, at 1-2. Growth pressures stem largely from second home development. Id.

86. Id. at 100.
process that, except in a few areas, is largely characteristic of a low-demand area.\(^{87}\)

B. Environmental Impact Analysis as a Supplement to the Zoning Process

Although the foregoing proposed reforms of the zoning, subdivision, and capital budgeting mechanisms would aid the implementation of the coastal zone management program, additional problems remain. First, the zoning process is not designed to gather information about the impact of development on environmental carrying capacity. Second, zoning is essentially pre-regulation; the most carefully prepared zoning map may be overwhelmed by variances, zoning amendments, and special exceptions that are granted on a case-by-case basis. These deficiencies can be corrected by requiring that significant land use decisions involve a review of the environmental consequences of the proposed action.\(^{88}\) A land use decision should be considered significant if it involves a variance, zoning amendment, conditional use permit, special exception, subdivision approval, or any "major development project."\(^{89}\) Environmental impact review can thus supplement the zoning and subdivision reforms suggested above.\(^{90}\)

Environmental impact analysis would have two basic purposes: (1) full disclosure of the impact of the development on the carrying capacity of the land and on the objectives and principles of coastal planning, and (2) the guidance of substantive decision-making and the development of conditions and restrictions to preserve acceptable levels of environmental and institutional carrying capacity, as well as to protect the integrity of the plan. It would also provide a basis for judicial review of local land use decision-making. The use of this process presupposes, of course, that the local community, operating under the planning guidelines promulgated by the Coastal Resources Commission, has made a political value judgment regarding the protection of minimum levels of carrying capacity for environmental systems, and has implemented these values through the processes described above, namely, the coordination of zoning with the coastal land use plan and the creation of new zoning districts with specific carrying capacity guide-

\(^{87}\) Id. at 82.

\(^{88}\) See TASK FORCE ON LAND USE AND URBAN GROWTH, supra note 62, at 208-11.

\(^{89}\) See, e.g., N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 113A-1 to -10 (1975). "Major development projects" are defined as including but not limited to shopping centers, subdivisions, and other housing developments, as well as industrial and commercial projects, except for projects of less than two contiguous acres in extent. Id. § 113A-9(1).

\(^{90}\) See text accompanying notes 65-83 supra.
lines for floodways, wetlands, historic areas, forests, and complex natural areas.\textsuperscript{91} It also depends on the exercise of some degree of discretion by the relevant decision-making authority.\textsuperscript{92}

The environmental review process should be constructed so that it does not unduly burden landowners and developers. A checklist form, no longer than two sides of one sheet of paper, should be developed to be completed and submitted along with the zoning permit application. The developer would be required merely to state impact factors such as water use, water discharge, number of units, present vegetative cover, land clearing required, wetland filling or dredging, dune disturbance, soil characteristics, and energy use requirements. The planning board or board of adjustment should be empowered to require more information where necessary.

The implementation of a local government environmental impact assessment process would, of course, have to be authorized under state law. The North Carolina Environmental Policy Act, for instance, authorizes the governing bodies of all cities, towns, and counties to require detailed environmental impact statements of any special purpose.

\textsuperscript{91} It is contemplated that the local zoning ordinance would specify that no use shall be by right in such areas, thus subjecting all proposed uses to environmental review. See text accompanying notes 66-71 supra.

\textsuperscript{92} It should be pointed out, however, that under North Carolina law there are substantial limits to the discretionary function of decision-making bodies regarding devices which induce flexibility into the zoning system. A zoning amendment may be invalidated if it is viewed by the court as "spot zoning" that arbitrarily places the subject property in a different use zone from that to which the surrounding property is subject or if it is seen as "contract zoning" that arbitrarily benefits a particular landowner. Blades v. City of Raleigh, 280 N.C. 531, 549-51, 187 S.E.2d 35, 45-47 (1972); see Allred v. City of Raleigh, 277 N.C. 530, 178 S.E.2d 432 (1971). The exercise of the special exception power has been declared invalid where the board of adjustment or commissioners were required by the ordinance to determine the impact of the grant of a permit on the "public interest" on the ground that this was an unconstitutional exercise of discretion unaided by prestated standards. In re Ellis, 277 N.C. 419, 178 S.E.2d 77 (1970); Jackson v. Guilford County Bd. of Adjustment, 275 N.C. 155, 166 S.E.2d 78 (1969). On the other hand, it is clear that in the exercise of the special exception power, the Board of Adjustment may attach conditions to the special use permit. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 160A-381 (1972); id. § 153A-340 (1974). Moreover, the North Carolina Court of Appeals has upheld the validity of an ordinance that required the board passing on the application for a special use permit to consider whether the use "will not materially endanger the public health or safety" and "will be in harmony with the area in which it is located," and the North Carolina Supreme Court affirmed. See Humble Oil & Refining Co. v. Board of Aldermen, 284 N.C. 458, 471, 202 S.E.2d 129, 138 (1974), aff'g 17 N.C. App. 624, 628, 195 S.E.2d 360, 363 (1973). For a discussion of the cases and an argument that the North Carolina Supreme Court has, in some cases, placed unwarranted limits on the exercise of discretion by zoning bodies, see Brough, supra note 64. For an analysis of the value of flexible zoning techniques in Ohio, see Peterson, \textit{Flexibility in Rezonings and Related Governmental Land Use Decisions}, 36 Ohio St. L.J. 499 (1975).
unit of government as well as any private developer for "major developments," which are defined as including virtually all projects at least two acres in extent.93 This authority has been utilized by only two local governments in the state.94 The Environmental Policy Acts of at least four other states require environmental impact statements of local governments.95 The law of one of these states, California, has been interpreted by the state's highest court to require the impact statement process in connection with a local government's grant of conditional use and building permits when the project would have a significant effect on the environment.96

It would appear, however, that the full environmental impact statement process that is designed for evaluation of governmental actions would not be appropriate for private developers. It is too burdensome and expensive to be a practical tool. But the advantages of the assessment technique should not be overlooked.97

C. State and Federal Regulatory and Program Activities: Permit Coordination and Plan Revision

Many state and federal regulatory programs established to exercise control over coastal resources will continue to operate after a coastal area management program has been established. These include state-federal regulation of water and air quality,98 wetland protection legisla-

97. Accordingly, it is proposed that the North Carolina Environmental Policy Act be amended to eliminate the authorization for local governments to require detailed impact statements from private developers, and to substitute a requirement that local governments get a short-form environmental assessment from private developers in the case of significant land use decisions and consider such assessment as an integral part of their decision-making process. Even absent such a specific legislative mandate, however, local governments would appear to possess the appropriate authority to implement this process under existing state zoning enabling legislation. See Humble Oil & Refining Co. v. Board of Aldermen, 284 N.C. 458, 202 S.E.2d 129 (1974); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 160A-4 (1972).
tion, sand dune preservation, flood plain regulation, and controls on excavating or filling within navigable waters.

State and federal governments may also conduct or support development within or activities affecting the coastal zone. This is best typified by the current controversy over strategies for achieving national energy goals through outer continental shelf oil and gas production, offshore nuclear development, and deepwater super-tanker ports; these measures necessitate the siting of accompanying onshore facilities. More traditional state-federal development decisions include water supply systems, sewer facilities, and highways. In addition, the federal government is responsible for major conservation programs within the coastal zone such as national seashores and wildlife refuges.

In order to explore the complex issue of intergovernmental and interagency cooperation, it is useful to distinguish two broad categories of relationships between these regulatory-developmental programs and coastal zone management: those programs which must be consistent with the coastal management plan and those which need not be. The

99. Id. § 113-229.
100. Id. §§ 104B-3 to 16 (1972). For a relatively complete listing of state permit and other regulatory programs which may apply within the coastal zone, see id. § 113A-125(c) (1975).
103. In 1976, the Department of the Interior plans to lease substantial areas of the outer continental shelf for oil and gas production. Much of the area involved is off the east coast of the United States. See U.S. DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR, DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT: PROPOSED INCREASE IN ACREAGE TO BE OFFERED FOR OIL AND GAS LEASING ON THE OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF (1974). Many coastal states have opposed these plans because of their expected impact on coastal areas. For a review of this controversy, see Whitney, Siting of Energy Facilities in the Coastal Zone—A Critical Regulatory Hiatus, 16 WM. & MARY L. REV. 805 (1975); Comment, The Rush for Offshore Oil and Gas: Where Things Stand on the Outer Continental Shelf, 5 ENVIRONMENTAL L. REP. 10026 (1975).
107. The national seashores have been established primarily for recreational use and are managed by the National Park Service of the Department of the Interior. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1, 459 (1970).
108. These are administered by the Secretary of the Interior. Id. § 668dd.
first category reflects the fact that many state and federal regulatory programs and even developmental decisions are required to be consistent with or to supplement a state's management program. For example, the CZMA requires that, after approval of a state's management plan, (1) applicants for a federal license or permit obtain certification that the proposed action is consistent with the state's program,\textsuperscript{109} and (2) state and local government applicants for federal grants show that proposed projects are consistent with the management program.\textsuperscript{110} In addition, water and air quality norms established by federal, state, or local governments are specifically incorporated and required to be adhered to in the administration of a state's management program.\textsuperscript{111}

In this first category, then, the major problem is administrative coordination of the multiple permit requirements of various agencies and levels of government. Considerations of basic fairness, as well as due process, dictate reform of the regulatory process to allow orderly consideration of applications for permits and the elimination of needless duplication. A master permit application form should be devised for coastal development projects subject to multiple agency and governmental regulation. The content of the form could be worked out between local governments, the Coastal Resources Commission, and other state and federal agencies.\textsuperscript{112} Uniform agency procedures, joint investigation, and public hearings should be provided. A design for the sequence of approval of permit applications should be prepared to allow orderly consideration by each relevant agency and level of government. Points of possible policy conflict and overlapping governmental responsibilities should be identified and resolved through interagency and intergovernmental agreements. Minor projects should be given expedited consideration.

The second category of relationships reflects the fact that some state or federal regulatory-developmental programs may involve a deviation from the carrying capacity norms of a state's management program.

\textsuperscript{109} Id. § 1456(c)(3) (Supp. III, 1973).
\textsuperscript{110} Id. § 1456(d). There are two exceptions to this. The requirement is waived if the Secretary of Commerce finds that the project is "consistent with the purposes of" the CZMA or is "necessary in the interest of national security." While either exception, if abused, could prove to be a large hole in the coverage of the Act, it is to be hoped that both will be narrowly construed and seldom applied.
\textsuperscript{111} Id. § 1456(f).
\textsuperscript{112} There is precedent for this type of cooperation. For example, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the North Carolina Department of Natural and Economic Resources have promulgated a single form which may be utilized for applications for a permit to do work in navigable waters under 33 U.S.C. § 403 (1970) and a state dredge and fill permit under N.C. GEN. STAT. § 113-229 (Supp. 1973).
The CZMA requires federal agencies conducting or supporting activities or undertaking development projects to be consistent with a state's management program only "to the maximum extent practicable."\textsuperscript{113} Furthermore, the Act requires state management programs to provide adequate consideration for "national interest" facilities as well as assurance that land and water uses of regional benefit are not unreasonably restricted.\textsuperscript{114} The North Carolina CAMA does not require other state regulatory and development programs affecting the coastal zone to be consistent with the management program,\textsuperscript{115} though it gives the state authority over the siting of "key facilities," \textit{i.e.} those having more than local impact, such as energy facilities.\textsuperscript{116}

This aspect assures that coastal zone management will be a dynamic process which is open to change and growth. Both coastal planning and the underlying carrying capacity norms will be subject to revision as circumstances change. Such revision may involve either further protection of resources, as in a decision to establish a national seashore, or more intensive use of resources, as in a decision to permit the siting of major energy facilities.

It is important, however, to provide an appropriate process for the consideration and evaluation of such decisions. The best mechanism for this task is the environmental impact statement review process required by the National Environmental Policy Act\textsuperscript{117} (NEPA) and state environmental policy acts.\textsuperscript{118} The impact statement, which is required under NEPA in the case of any major federal action having significant impact on the environment, must fully assess probable environmental consequences of alternative courses of action.\textsuperscript{119} Under applicable principles of law, the impact statement would fully disclose not only the direct impact on the environment, but also secondary and cumulative impacts on growth or population patterns and the effects on

\begin{enumerate}
\item[114.] \textit{Id.} §§ 1455(c)(8), (e).
\item[115.] See text accompanying notes 43-45 supra.
\item[116.] N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 113A-113(b)(7), -118 (1975).
\item[118.] Most state environmental policy acts are similar to NEPA in requiring an impact statement in the case of a major state action significantly affecting the environment. \textit{See}, e.g., N.C. GEN. STAT. § 113A-4(2) (1975).
\item[119.] 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C). For a discussion of the case law interpreting "significant impact on the environment" and the issue of when an impact statement is required, see Anderson, \textit{The National Environmental Policy Act}, in \textit{FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW} 238, 325-65 (Environmental Law Institute, E. Dolgin & T. Guilbert ed. 1974). An impact statement may be necessary not only with regard to federal developmental actions, but also in connection with federal loans, licenses, and permits. \textit{Id.}
\end{enumerate}
land use, water, and public services. The impact statement is required to be prepared before final agency action is taken, and is reviewed by federal agencies concerned with resource management, such as the Council on Environmental Quality and the Environmental Protection Agency, as well as by state and local agencies and the public. This process provides a basis for informed political decision on proposed adjustments in the established carrying capacity norms and the concomitant revisions in the coastal management plan.

A related problem is the possibility of conflict between federal and state governments over particular resource use and facility siting questions. This has already occurred with regard to energy-related developmental measures. It appears that no coastal state has created a mechanism for dealing with potential federal-state conflicts, yet these may be too important to be resolved on a case-by-case basis. This defect should be corrected through the establishment of an ongoing coordination process on the state and federal levels.

III. TAXATION POLICY AND COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT

In North Carolina, as in most states, the taxation of real and personal property is the dominant source of local government tax revenues. Local governments exercise this power under a specific delegation of power by the state and subject to constitutional limitations. Two major questions arise as a result of the land use restrictions that are characteristic of a coastal area management program. First, what will be the impact of these restrictions on the tax liability of property owners

122. See note 103 supra.
124. A proposal for federal-state coordination has been put forward by Professor Hershman. Id. at 767-71. See also Hershman & Folkenroth, Coastal Zone Management and Intergovernmental Coordination, 54 ORE. L. REV. 13 (1975). Perhaps the best attempt at setting up an institution to resolve federal-state conflicts is the national advisory policy board, which has been set up by the Department of the Interior, 40 Fed. Reg. 46, 143 (1975), to obtain state participation in decisions about oil and gas leases on the continental shelf. See Hershman, supra note 123, at 762.
125. In North Carolina during the 1973-74 fiscal year, seventy-six percent of all local revenues were provided by real and personal property taxes. Tax Research Division, North Carolina Dep't of Revenue, Statistics of Taxation 190 (1974).
126. See N.C. Const. art. I, § 8; id. art. V, §§ 2(1)-(5).
127. Id. art. V, §§ 2(1)-(2).
within the coastal area? Will property continue to be assessed in the traditional way? If not, what will be the impact on local government? Second, should the property tax mechanism be artificially manipulated to achieve the goals of coastal zone management; for example, should certain lands be preferentially assessed to provide a disincentive for development?

A. Impact on Landowners

The answer to the first question requires an analysis of the administration of real property appraisal. Under present procedures in North Carolina, for instance, all real property in each local jurisdiction is appraised at least once every eight years. In addition, property must be reappraised in other years if there has been a value change of more than $100 by reason of external factors other than general economic conditions. A schedule of values and standards is prepared by the county tax supervisor subject to the approval of the county commissioners. A uniform standard of appraisal must be used, however, requiring real property to be valued at its “true value.” In determining “true value,” the appraisers must take into consideration factors such as location advantages and disadvantages, soil quality, adaptability for various uses, and zoning. The legal standards for appraisals in North Carolina therefore mandate a determination of the fair market value which takes into account legal restrictions imposed by the police power. An appraisal of property at its highest market value regardless of use restrictions, which is the standard in some states, would be improper in the context of coastal management planning.

129. Id. § 105-287(b)(2) (Supp. 1975).
130. Id. § 105-317.
131. This term is defined as meaning market value, that is, the price estimated in terms of money at which the property would change hands between a willing and financially able buyer and a willing seller, neither being under any compulsion to buy or to sell and both having reasonable knowledge of all the uses to which the property is adapted and for which it is capable of being used. Id. § 105-283.
132. Id. § 105-317(a)(1).
134. Failure to consider every statutory indicator of value will not vitiate the appraisal, because all the statutory indicia are not applicable to every piece of property. In re Appeal of Broadcasting Corp., 273 N.C. 571, 578, 160 S.E.2d 728, 733 (1968). But the statute contemplates that the property assessors will consider those indicia of value which apply to a given property in appraising its “true value.” In re Valuation of Property Located at 411-417 W. Fourth St., 282 N.C. 71, 81, 191 S.E.2d 692, 698 (1972).
It would thus appear that the designation of areas of environmental concern, and the zoning changes that would be required to implement coastal zone management in North Carolina, will cause major changes in the appraised value of the property within the jurisdiction, since these police power restrictions would be considered in the appraisal process. Lands subject to the greatest police power restrictions would go down in appraised value, while lands receiving developmental classifications would go up. The resultant pattern of taxation appears equitable and should be implemented along with the coastal area management program. The taxes foregone on the restricted land would be effectively transferred to lands of increased, or at least undiminished, value in the rest of the community. It has also been argued that proper zoning and consideration of land use restrictions in property assessment maximizes the tax base of the community because the failure to zone means that the increased value of the unrestricted property would be offset by reductions in the values of all the properties which bear the external costs produced by permitted uses.

Under existing North Carolina law, either the state or owners of restricted coastal land should be able to compel local governments to accept the appraisal readjustments. The state, through the Property Tax Commission of the Department of Revenue, exercises general and specific supervision over the valuation and taxation of property. Individual property owners can appeal either the general county valuation standards or specific appraisal decisions to the Commission, as well as to the courts.

B. Preferential Property Tax Assessment

Acting on the presumption that the valuation of real property at its highest rather than its present use encourages the urbanizing conversion of rural land, at least twenty-eight states have enacted preferential

135. That is, the appraised value would increase if the new classification allowed more development than the old one. A separate issue involves the taxation of coastal lands that are subject to public trust restrictions. See text accompanying notes 166-73 infra. Where the claimant to such lands cannot sustain the burden of proving title to such lands, they should be removed from the tax rolls by local governments. Where lands are privately owned but found to be subject to the public trust doctrine, this fact should be taken into account in determining "true value."

136. Heller, supra note 133, at 784.
137. Id. at 783.
139. Id. § 105-324.
The preferential assessment idea is based on several premises. First, it was intended to provide tax relief for farmers whose lands had appreciated in value due to developmental pressures, thus seeking to maintain the agricultural use of productive land and to insulate farmers from the financial impact of escalating tax bills. Second, aside from its justification as a direct farm subsidy, preferential tax policy was suggested as a means of preserving a dwindling supply of prime arable land. Since flat farmland could be easily converted into mass housing developments, it was feared that agricultural productivity near large markets would be destroyed without some preventive measure. Third, in the early 1960s, conservationists considered the preferential tax assessment programs an important technique for the provision of open space; similar justifications were presented for preferential tax plans directed towards the protection of forest and open space lands. Finally, most if not all state preferential assessment programs have required that lost or uncollected taxes be recaptured upon the sale or change of use of protected lands. In some instances additional penalties are also incurred. The tax recapture and the penalties are intended as inducements to maintain current land use patterns and as deterrents against speculation and rapid development.

Not surprisingly, preferential taxation policy has received substantial criticism and has stirred considerable debate. Several arguments are raised against it. First, the technique has been described as a tax windfall for large corporate agricultural enterprises and speculators. Since the preferential assessment is uniformly applicable to all landowners using their property for agricultural purposes, the large agri-business firm gains along with the economically hard-pressed small farmer.

In addition, the program applies on a statewide basis so that land well beyond the pressures of urban development receives the same preference.

---

141. Henke, Preferential Property Tax Treatment for Farmland, 53 ORE. L. REV. 117, 117 n.1 (1974). North Carolina is included in this group, although its preferential system applies not only to agricultural lands, but also to realty used in forestry and horticultural activities. N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 105-277.2, -277.3 (Supp. 1975).


143. Note, Ad Valorem Taxation, supra note 142, at 135.

144. Henke, supra note 141, at 120.

145. Deferred taxation is intended to be an incentive to landowners to encourage them to maintain the existing land use. Recapture and penalty provisions serve as financial sanctions against land use conversions. Economic self interest of landowners is thus the prime factor in the success of the system.

146. However, this does not appear to be the case in North Carolina, where preferential tax benefits are available only for individually owned land. See note 154 infra.
tial treatment as does realty directly bordering urban areas. Early analysis of California’s Williamson Act\textsuperscript{147} found that most preferentially assessed land was “below average value nonprime agricultural land located some distance from incorporated areas.”\textsuperscript{148} Consequently, by its over-inclusiveness the Act protected property in only slight danger of immediate conversion to nonfarm use.

Second, the method has been criticized for failing to discourage “premature and unnecessary conversion of agricultural land to nonagricultural use.”\textsuperscript{149} Research studies have borne this out. In Montgomery County, Maryland, preferential assessment has been found (1) to prolong the pre-development or speculative period when the land is not agriculturally productive and (2) to cause a slight delay in conversion of no more than one to one and a half years.\textsuperscript{150} Therefore, the effect of preferential assessment on regional development appears to be minor.

Third, preferential assessment also causes a reduction in the tax base of the taxing jurisdiction and hence reduces local government revenues in these areas. This phenomenon results in a severe fiscal impact on tax districts which are far removed from developmental pressures, and in fact transfers the tax burden to the nonpreferred land uses in those places.\textsuperscript{161} The United States Department of Agriculture has estimated that the revenue loss necessitated by lowered property assessments in Montgomery County, Maryland, could have supported a vigorous public land acquisition program.\textsuperscript{152} According to the study, one percent of the preferentially assessed agricultural land—amounting to more than 1500 acres—could have been purchased in fee with the revenues lost during each of the years the program was in effect. If the figures are accurate, a direct public effort to acquire ownership of open land would have been considerably more effective in slowing development and preserving open space. Moreover, the predicted negative impact of the tax rollback or recapture provisions may in fact be illusory in the case of the land speculator. Since property taxes are deductible expenses used to offset ordinary income, and in some cases capital gains,
their postponement and imposition at the time of the land's sale may be beneficial to the seller in terms of federal income tax.\(^{153}\)

This combination of criticisms presents a solid challenge to the idea that preferential assessment by itself can accomplish its stated purposes.\(^{154}\)

153. Real property taxes are deductible for the taxable year in which they are "paid or accrued." Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 164(a)(1). Since the deferred taxes would be paid in the year of conversion to a more intensive use, the deduction would be applicable against the large capital gains or income received in that year.

154. With this background, the North Carolina preferential assessment mechanism can be examined to determine if it can be modified to achieve the planning goals of the Coastal Area Management Act. The 1973 General Assembly enacted legislation, N.C. Gen. Stat. §§ 105-277.2 to -277.7 (Supp. 1975), dealing with the preferential assessment of agricultural, forest, and horticultural lands within the state. Under the statute, these three classes of property are defined in terms of land use, acreage, and form of ownership. The qualifying property owner must file an application with the county tax supervisor to have his land and nonstructural improvements appraised at present use value. Id. § 105-277.4(a). From that point on, dual records are maintained on the qualified property, one set showing true or fair market value and the other reflecting the property's value in its present use. Annual property tax is paid on the basis of present use value. The difference between this and the tax which would have been paid without the preferential assessment is carried forward as a deferred tax and represents a recorded lien on the real property. The tax deferral may continue indefinitely, so long as the land use remains unchanged and the property title is retained by the original landowner or his immediate family. Upon disqualification, all deferred taxes for the preceding five years become payable immediately, along with statutory interest charges accruing as of the date that the taxes originally became due. Id. § 105-277.4(c). For a computation of the interest, see id. §§ 105-360(a)(2)-(3) (1972). In addition, if the property owner fails to notify the county tax supervisor of the disqualification, a ten percent penalty is levied on the deferred tax and the interest. Id. § 105-277.5 (Supp. 1975). In simpler terms, the General Assembly has acted to reduce the property tax burden on the landowning farmer and forester in North Carolina. In order to satisfy the constitutional "uniformity" requirement contained in N.C. Const. art. V, § 2(1), preferentially treated land was classified by its use characteristics. In this way all privately owned agricultural land in the state could be taxed under the same scheme. Since farm and forestry lands are not concentrated in any one region of the state, the statutory change did not unduly benefit any one area and did not become unlawful local or special legislation. In addition, the legislature carefully limited the application of the preferential program so as to aid the small family farm and not the agri-business enterprise. Only "individually owned land" is specially treated by the statute, N.C. Gen. Stat. § 105-277.3(a) (Supp. 1975), and corporate holdings are excluded unless the corporation's principal business is agriculture, forestry, or horticulture and all its shareholders are natural persons, or the spouse, siblings, or parents of such persons, who are actively engaged in agriculture, forestry, or horticulture. Id. § 105-277.2(4). This attempt to restrict the benefits of the act may be futile since land title can be easily transferred, and furthermore, many land speculators will not seek use-value appraisals. Finally, the statute emulates most earlier preferential assessment legislation by enacting strict recapture provisions. Change of use and transfer outside of an immediate family circle constitute independent grounds for disqualification and tax penalty. Id. § 105-277.5(c).

Since the statute became effective on January 1, 1974, there is only one tax year of experience with the scheme, so it is difficult to assess its impact. From the experi-
IV. GOVERNMENTAL ACQUISITION AND OWNERSHIP POLICIES
AND COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT

A. Coordinated Use of the Acquisition and Ownership Powers
to Implement Coastal Zone Management

Public acquisition and ownership of land is certainly the most
direct method for controlling its use. Yet the use of this governmental
power is not emphasized under federal and state coastal zone manage-
ment laws. Under the federal CZMA, the only mention of acquisition
as an implementation tool is the authorization of federal grants of up to
fifty percent of the costs of acquisition, development, and operation by a
coastal state of estuarine sanctuaries created for the purpose of studying
the natural and human processes occurring within estuarine areas.1

The North Carolina CAMA deals with acquisition as a policy tool only
by providing for the use of the condemnation power to acquire a fee or
lesser interest in order to protect an area of environmental concern
where it has been judicially determined that a regulatory order affecting
the area constitutes a “taking.”

Other statutory provisions and legal doctrines, however, provide a
broader basis for using the acquisition and ownership power as a coastal
management implementation device. In North Carolina, local govern-
ments may acquire land by purchase, gift, or otherwise, not only for

ence of other states, however, it would seem that North Carolina’s preferential assess-
ment statute will not be particularly helpful in the implementation of the coastal zone
management program. Furthermore, it does not seem to be necessary. Present law, as
stated above, see notes 128-40 and accompanying text, can permit the redistribution of
tax costs on the basis of the designation of areas of environmental concern and the zon-
ing process. Further preferential assessment of three categories of land appears to skew
taxation policy unjustifiably.

It could be argued that the present statutory formulation should be permitted to op-
erate unaltered in the hope that it would accomplish its objective of preserving open
space in the CAMA areas of environmental concern and in other ecologically important
lands. This argument, however, is based on several assumptions of questionable validity.
First, it requires the environmentally critical land to be currently used for agriculture,
forestry, or horticulture in order to qualify for preferential assessment; lands of equal
environmental value, but now used for other purposes, are excluded. Second, the prop-
erty owners are assumed to be individuals who would find it financially advantageous

to seek a reappraisal and reassessment based on the property’s use value. Third, prefer-
ential assessment and its tax deferral provisions are assumed to be effective in preventing
changes in the use of the land even after the possible monetary return becomes substan-
tial and development permits are available. Any correlation between the intended effects
of the preferential assessment program and the implementation of local CAMA land use
planning would be little more than coincidental and hardly the result of rational policy
choice.

parks and recreational purposes, but also for conservation or historic purposes or to preserve an area of great natural scenic beauty. In the latter case cities and counties are expressly authorized to acquire or accept less than fee interests in real property; this makes possible a program for acquisition of development rights and of scenic and conservation easements through which the fee interest remains in private hands.

Under existing law the state has analogous authority. The Department of Natural and Economic Resources has broad powers to acquire lands for state forests and parks, and the Wildlife Resources Commission may purchase or accept property to establish wildlife refuges and management areas. In addition, a public body, the North Carolina Land Conservancy Corporation, has been created to acquire and preserve areas in their natural state. This entity is authorized to acquire fee simple or less than fee simple interests in land and could thus institute a state conservation easement or development rights program. Similar structures are available in several other coastal states.

A common law concept of state ownership, the public trust doctrine, is also important in coastal areas. In North Carolina, the public trust doctrine would appear to affirm state title to all tidelands below mean high tide except where private claimants can show, with respect to specific parcels, a "connected chain of title from the sovereign to (them) for the identical lands claimed by (them)." Private claims to submerged land can therefore be settled only on a case-by-case

158. Id. §§ 160A-403, -407 (1972).
159. Id. § 160A-403.
162. Id. § 113-306.
163. Id. §§ 113A-135 to -143.
164. Id. § 113A-139(12).
165. E.g., CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 22a-25 (1975); FLA. STAT. ANN. § 259.04 (1975); TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. art. 5415e-1, § 6(f) (Supp. 1974).
166. This doctrine holds that title to coastal and other submerged lands is vested in the state in trust for the people so that they may navigate, fish, and carry on commerce in the waters involved. The precise limits of the public trust in North Carolina are uncertain. For discussion of the problems, see Rice, Estuarine Land of North Carolina: Legal Aspects of Ownership, Use and Control, 46 N.C.L. REV. 779 (1968); Schoenbaum, supra note 38; Comment, Defining Navigable Waters and the Application of the Public Trust Doctrine in North Carolina: A History and Analysis, 49 N.C.L. REV. 888 (1971).
167. See Schoenbaum, supra note 38, at 15.
and North Carolina has only begun the task of determining their validity. As a practical matter, however, it may be unimportant whether title to certain parcels of submerged lands is held by private parties; since the title originally held by the state was burdened with a public trust, the grantee of the state could not obtain a better title than his grantor. It would appear, therefore, that private parties would also hold such lands subject to the trust, and observance of the trust would generally require that such lands be maintained in their natural state. Government regulation of these lands in order to preserve the trust would not appear to present any “taking” problem.

These ownership and acquisition powers of state and local governments have great potential for use as a policy instrument in coastal zone management. They should be systematically employed to implement planning and to protect areas of environmental concern where regulation is impractical or unconstitutional. In order to be fully effective, however, they must be used in ways that are consistent, or at least coordinated, with the coastal management plan.

B. Additional Possible Uses of the Acquisition Power

1. Transferable Development Rights. Transferable Development Rights (TDR) systems have rising importance in the land use planning field. Originally developed and used as a means of preserving central

---

169. Even if a connected chain of title can be proved, the grant by the state may be voidable if it is so broad that it significantly impairs public rights. Illinois Cent. R.R. v. Illinois, 146 U.S. 387, 452-53 (1892).

170. In 1965, North Carolina began an attempt to solve this problem by requiring that claimants of coastal submerged lands register such claims on or before January 1, 1970. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 113-205 (1975). These claims have now been mapped, but no systematic attempt has been made to determine their validity. Telephone Interview with William Rainey, Assistant Attorney General, State of North Carolina, Sept. 5, 1975.

171. See Schoenbaum, supra note 38, at 17-18.


173. That is, the “taking” doctrine would not seem to apply to use restrictions designed to enforce the public trust because the private owner could not assert the taking of any proprietary interest.

174. The North Carolina CAMA, however, contains no provision requiring consistency and coordination between governmental acquisition powers and planning.

city landmarks, TDR is now being experimented with as a tool to preserve existing open spaces and environmentally sensitive areas through the transfer of development rights to other areas from the land sought to be preserved. Pilot programs and variations of TDR are being considered or used by local governments in several states.\textsuperscript{176}

The prototype of the use of the TDR for ecological preservation is the plan developed by Professor John J. Costonis for Puerto Rico.\textsuperscript{177} This involves the designation of environmentally sensitive areas as well as the earmarking of lands where greater development would be desirable. Criteria would be established for environmentally sensitive areas so that any development which would damage the protected resources would be prohibited. Owners of other lands would be subject to two sets of zoning restrictions: they would be free to develop their lands up to the limits provided in the first set of restrictions, but they would have to purchase development rights from a government planning board if they wanted to develop further, up to the limits provided in the second set. The fund thus established would be used to compensate owners of environmentally sensitive lands who are denied a reasonable return because of applicable restrictions.\textsuperscript{178} As thus conceived, TDR becomes an innovative method to supplement regulatory restrictions by providing compensation for lost land values.

It is evident that before this or any other variation of a TDR system can be used as a technique to implement coastal zone management, many legal and policy questions must be resolved. It is uncertain whether such a concept could withstand constitutional attack.\textsuperscript{179} Furthermore, TDR systems have never been attempted in a relatively large geographical area, such as the North Carolina coastal zone. Nevertheless, a TDR program may have value in coastal zone management, and appropriate enabling legislation should be passed in order to encourage local jurisdictions to experiment with this device.

2. Land Banking. Land banking is another use of the government acquisition power that has been proposed as a way of promoting more efficient land development patterns and conserving natural re-

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{177. Costonis, supra note 175, at 92-95.}
\footnote{178. For a summary of TDR in general, see Note, supra note 175, at 1101-02.}
\footnote{179. Some of the constitutional questions include whether the restrictions on development violate substantive due process and equal protection concepts as well as whether the TDR payments will be considered just compensation. For differing views of the resolution of these issues, compare Costonis, supra note 175, at 107-21, with Note, supra note 175.}
\end{footnotes}
Although it has been successfully used elsewhere, land banking is an untried mechanism in the United States. The technique involves the purchase of land by government in amounts sufficiently large that land use patterns are affected, the holding of land without immediately committing it to a specific future use, and the gradual disposition of the land to government and private parties.

The use of this technique has been encouraged by recent developments. The federal Community Development Act of 1974 allows the use of federal funds by local governments for the purchase of land for "the guidance of urban development." Moreover, the influential American Law Institute (ALI) has adopted an article for the initiation of a state system of land banking as a part of its Model Land Development Code. The ALI proposal would rely on a state land reserve agency which would be empowered to acquire, hold, and dispose of lands according to the policies and limitations of the state land development plan. Local governments would participate in the banking system through agreements with the banking agency that designate the latter as the local government's agent for the purpose of acquiring, managing, and disposing of lands.

Here too, however, many legal, economic, and social policy questions must be resolved before land banking can be relied upon as an instrument for coastal zone management. It is doubtful whether private property can be acquired or condemned for some unspecified future use. Furthermore, the technique would have a substantial impact on property tax revenues of local governments. Land banking would thus appear to be a useful policy instrument only in the long term, if at all.


In contrast to transferable development rights and land banking propos-

---

180. See generally Fishman, Public Land Banking: Examination of a Management Technique, in 3 MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF GROWTH 61 (R. Scott ed. 1975).
183. ALI-ABA MODEL LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE art. 6 (Proposed Official Draft, 1975).
184. Id. §§ 6-102, -201, -202.
185. Id. § 6-201.
186. This question has been resolved in the context of land banking in only one jurisdiction; in Commonwealth v. Rosso, 95 P.R.R. 488 (1967), appeal dismissed, 393 U.S. 14 (1968), the Supreme Court of Puerto Rico upheld land banking legislation.
als, which cannot be expected to play an immediate part in coastal zone management, the Nature Conservancy Trust device is a potentially important tool for preservation and the implementation of planning. In North Carolina, the Land Conservancy Corporation is authorized to purchase and accept donations of fee and lesser interests in land and to hold them in their natural state.188 It is operated by a nine member board of trustees.189 This public body could be effectively used in coastal zone management to implement a planned program for the acquisition of natural areas, including development rights and conservation easements, in the coastal area. The pattern of acquisition could be designed to ensure the survival of the biotic diversity and natural systems of the region. The Land Conservancy Corporation also has flexible powers for rapid acquisition of areas of environmental concern that have been so designated by the Coastal Resources Commission and are threatened with development.190 It is also empowered to enter into agreements with local governments and state agencies191 and could thus act as an agent for local governments and state agencies in land acquisition where ultimate disposition is to be made to them.192 The Corporation can also accept donations and bequests of lands and money,193 and should promulgate information on the substantial tax advantages under existing law which accrue to such gifts and bequests.194

189. Id. § 113A-137.
190. Id. § 113A-136.
191. Id. § 113A-139(7).
194. For a thorough examination of these tax advantages, see Thomas, Transfers of Land to the State for Conservation Purposes: Methods, Guarantees, and Tax Analysis for Prospective Donors, 36 Ohio St. L.J. 545 (1975). See also Campbell, supra note 160 (analysis of property tax advantages under North Carolina law).

It is evident that the statutory provisions governing the Land Conservancy Corporation should be reformed, however, if it is to realize its full potential. First, the board of trustees is required to contain two members each from the State House of Representatives and the State Senate. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 113A-137 (1975). This requirement politicizes the board of trustees, and should be eliminated. Second, the flexibility of the Corporation is limited by the fact that it may not use appropriated state funds to purchase property without approval of the Department of Administration, the Governor, and the Council of State. Id. § 113A-142. (The North Carolina Council of State is, in effect, the state Cabinet.) No land can be acquired without approval by the Council of State. Id. § 113A-143. These severe restrictions seem unnecessary, especially in view of the fact that the Corporation has no power of condemnation. Third, the Corporation should be given the specific authority to borrow money and to issue bonds to finance land acquisition. This power is absent under current law.
CONCLUSION

States that are in the process of instituting regional land use planning for the purpose of protecting valuable resources and critical environmental areas will soon face the problem of how to implement their plans. They will find that the traditional legal tools for implementation of planning are inadequate for the task. Newer land use guidance techniques, such as growth-control systems, land banking, and transferable development rights, while valuable, have not been sufficiently developed or tested to serve as realistic alternatives for the implementation of planning in a geographically large region. This Article has presented a third alternative, the coordinated use of traditional mechanisms to influence land use through government regulation, taxing, and acquisition. This land use guidance mechanism can be instituted largely without additional legislation; to realize the full potential of this method, however, legal reforms are needed, especially on the local level. The keys to the success of such an approach are intergovernmental cooperation by federal, state, and local decision-makers, and the awareness of their respective powers and the functions of these powers within the land use guidance system.